AQUEOUS AR3 GLASS COAT TDS

CERAMIC COATINGS OF THE FUTURE

ALL GLASS SURFACES

EASY CLEANING
REDUCED MAINTENANCE
REDUCED CLEANING TIMES
INCREASED PASSENGER VISIBILITY

PROTECTION FOR YOUR GLASS AGAINST:
WATER STAINING
ABRASION
BIRD GRIME

www.aqueousrailguard.com

UNIPART RAIL

BCF

ISO 9001
AQUEOUS AR3 GLASS COAT

PROPERTIES / PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
AR3 Glass Coat has been developed and tested to protect your rolling stock glass from water staining, abrasion, salt, calcium, acid etching and bird grime.

AR3 Glass Coat gives your glass hydrophobic properties seriously reducing the maintenance and detailing time. Water beads and rolls off the glass making it the ideal solution for those hard to access areas.

The glass surface protected with AR3 Glass Coat can be cleaned repeatedly without degrading the coating.

AR3 Glass Coat is suitable for all glass surfaces.

TECHNICAL DATA
Appearance: Clear / colorless liquid
Cure time: 24 hours
Binder base: SiO2
Touch Dry: 10 minutes
Thickness cured: ~0.5um nominal
UV: Stable

APPLICATION
The AR3 Glass Coat is applied using a wipe on wipe off method. All application is carried out by trained and certified applicators quality controlled by Aqueous Rail Guard.

Using Aqueous Rail Guard keeps glass looking like new for very little cost!
MAINTENANCE

After the initial preparation and application of AR3 Glass Coat, the products can be used by depot and maintenance crew directly to maintain as part of their annual maintenance program.

We have a detailed Application and Maintenance guides for this product.

Contact info.rail@aqueousguard.com for a copy.

www.aqueousrailguard.com